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Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
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Status

1)13 Responsive to communication(s) filed on 1125/2003 .

2a)S This action is FINAL. 2b)D This action is non-final.

3)D Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
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Disposition of Claims

4)g] Claim(s) 1-5,7.9-11 and 13-17 is/are pending in the application.
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5)D Claim(s) is/are allowed.

6)E] Claim(s) 1-5. 7. 9-11 and 13-17 is/are rejected.

7)0 Claim(s) is/are objected to.

8)D Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
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9)D The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
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DETAILED ACTION

1. This office action is in response to the claims filed on 8/24/2007.

2. Claims 1-5, 7, 9-11 and 13-17 are pending.

3. Claims 6, 8, 12 and 18-24 have been cancelled.

Claim Objections

4. Claim 9 is objected to because of the following informalities: It depends on

cancelled claim 8. Appropriate correction is required.

5. Claim s 1-5, 7, 9-11 and 13-17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Lee (US Patent 7047561 B1) in view of Inoue et al. (US Patent

6167513).

In regards to claim 1, Lee shows in figure 5 a packet processing method to using

a firewall in association with real-time Internet applications. After layer 3 and layer 4

processing is carried out at step 515, at step 520 the packet is split into TCP and UDP

data. The process of figure 5 is carried out according to the functions of the network

layers in figure 2, where layers 7 through 3 implement packet filter policy (establishing a

policy manager).

Subsequently in steps 550 and 555, packet filtering is applied (examining the

packet via one or more filters in the policy manager). In further regards, figure 1

illustrates a schematic diagram of a computer network including a hybrid firewall 100

inclusive of packet filter 106. The packet filter 106 examines packets at layer 3 and

layer 4 to selectively control the flow of data to and from networks 110 and 120. Packet

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103
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filter 106, will follow predetermined security rules that specify which types of packets to

allow to pass and which types of packets to block (see column 4, lines 40-45) (filter to

examine a type of packet).

Furthermore, packets are allowed or blocked based on layer 3 information such

as destination IP address (see column 4, lines 46-50) (a second filter to examine a

destination address).

Returning to figure 5, if at step 555, a packet is allowed to pass through; at

subsequent steps 560 and 565, TCP and IP headers are respectively added (informing

a driver whether to modify the packet).

At step 565, an IP header is added to outgoing packet (determine whether a

mobile IP header is to be associated with the packet).

In further regards to claim 1, Lee fails to teach, the filtering policies being applied

on a mobile node using a mobile IP protocol. Inoue teaches the above-mentioned

limitation in figure 3 where a mobile IP network is shown with gateways 4a-4c and a

mobile node 2. Furthermore, since a mobile IP network exists, Inoue is also reads on

transmitting a packet via a mobile node (see figure 36, arrow going from MN 2 to CH3).

The gateways, carryout filtering according to prescribe security policies for the mobile

node (see column 11, lines 19-23).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the firewall processing method taught by Lee into a

security policy implement by the gateways in the mobile IP network disclosed by Inoue.
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The motivation to do so would be to provide security for real time applications that use

mobile IP.

In regards to claim 2, Lee shows in steps 565 an IP header added to a packet.

In regards to claim 3, Lee in combinations with Inoue teaches all the limitations of

parent claims 1 and 2. Lee fails to show new source and destination addresses being

added to an IP header. Inoue however shows in figure 7, an inner IP header being

added with a new source and destination addresses.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the firewall processing method taught by Lee into a

security policy implement by the gateways in the mobile IP network disclosed by Inoue.

The motivation to do so would be to provide security for real time applications that use

mobile IP.

In regards to claim 4, figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of a computer

network including a hybrid firewall 100 inclusive of packet filter 106. The packet filter

1 06 examines packets at layer 3 and layer 4 to selectively control the flow of data to and

from networks 110 and 120. Packet filter 106, will follow predetermined security rules

(criteria) that specify which types of packets to allow to pass and which types of packets

to block (see column 4, lines 40-45) (filter to examine a type of packet).

In regards to claim 4 and in regards to claim 5, Lee shows in step 520, the data

being split into TCP and UDP data and in steps 550 and 560, UDP packet filtering policy

is applied.
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In regards to claim 7, Lee shows in figure 5 a packet processing method to using

a firewall in association with real-time Internet applications. After layer 3 and layer 4

processing is carried out at step 515, at step 520 the packet is split into TCP and UDP

data. The process of figure 5 is carried out according to the functions of the network

layers in figure 2, where layers 7 through 3 implement packet filter policy (establishing a

policy manager).

Subsequently in steps 550 and 555, packet filtering is applied (examining the

packet via one or more filters in the policy manager). In further regards, figure 1

illustrates a schematic diagram of a computer network including a hybrid firewall 100

inclusive of packet filter 106. The packet filter 106 examines packets at layer 3 and

layer 4 to selectively control the flow of data to and from networks 110 and 120. Packet

filter 106, will follow predetermined security rules that specify which types of packets to

allow to pass and which types of packets to block (see column 4, lines 40-45) (filter to

examine a type of packet).

Furthermore, packets are allowed or blocked based on layer 3 information such

as destination IP address (see column 4, lines 46-50) (a second filter to examine a

destination address).

Returning to figure 5, if at step 555, a packet is allowed to pass through; at

subsequent steps 560 and 565, TCP and IP headers are respectively added (informing

a driver whether to modify the packet).

At step 565, an IP header is added to outgoing packet (determine whether a

mobile IP header is to be associated with the packet).
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In further regards to claim 7, Lee fails to teach, the filtering policies being applied

on a mobile node using a mobile IP protocol. Inoue teaches the above-mentioned

limitation in figure 3 where a mobile IP network is shown with gateways 4a-4c and a

mobile node 2. Furthermore, since a mobile IP network exists, Inoue is also reads on

transmitting a packet via a mobile node (see figure 36, arrow going from MN 2 to CH3).

The gateways, carryout filtering according to prescribe security policies for the mobile

node (see column 1 1 , lines 1 9-23).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the firewall processing method taught by Lee into a

security policy implement by the gateways in the mobile IP network disclosed by Inoue.

The motivation to do so would be to provide security for real time applications that use

mobile IP.

In regards to claim 9, Lee in combinations with Inoue teaches all the limitations of

parent claim 7. Lee fails to show new source and destination addresses being added to

an IP header. Inoue however shows in figure 7, an inner IP header being added with a

new source and destination addresses.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the firewall processing method taught by Lee into a

security policy implement by the gateways in the mobile IP network disclosed by Inoue.

The motivation to do so would be to provide security for real time applications that use

mobile IP.
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In regards to claims 10 and 11, Lee shows in step 520, the data being split into

TCP and UDP data and in steps 550 and 560, UDP packet filtering policy is applied and

at step 570, packet is send out.

In regards to claim 13, Lee shows in figure 5 a packet processing method to

using a firewall in association with real-time Internet applications. After layer 3 and

layer 4 processing is carried out at step 515, at step 520 the packet is split into TCP and

UDP data. The process of figure 5 (undertaken by firewall 100 of figure 1) is carried out

according to the functions of the network layers in figure 2, where layers 7 through 3

implement packet filter policy (a policy manager).

Subsequently in steps 550 and 555, packet filtering is applied (examining the

packet via one or more filters in the policy manager). In further regards, figure 1

illustrates a schematic diagram of a computer network including a hybrid firewall 100

inclusive of packet filter 106. The packet filter 106 examines packets at layer 3 and

layer 4 to selectively control the flow of data to and from networks 110 and 120. Packet

filter 106, will follow predetermined security rules that specify which types of packets to

allow to pass and which types of packets to block (see column 4, lines 40-45) (filter to

examine a type of packet).

Furthermore, packets are allowed or blocked based on layer 3 information such

as destination IP address (see column 4, lilies 46-50) (a second filter to examine a

destination address).
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Returning to figure 5, if at step 555, a packet is allowed to pass through; at

subsequent steps 560 and 565, TCP and IP headers are respectively added (a driver

capable of receiving instructions from the policy manager to modify the packet).

At step 565, an IP header is added to outgoing packet (determine whether a

mobile IP header is to be associated with the packet).

In further regards to claim 13, Lee fails to teach, the filtering policies being

applied on a mobile node using a mobile IP protocol Inoue teaches the above-

mentioned limitation in figure 3 where a mobile IP network is shown with gateways 4a-

4c and a mobile pode 2. Furthermore, since a mobile IP network exists, Inoue is also

reads on transmitting a packet via a mobile node (see figure 36, arrow going from MN 2

to CH3). The gateways, carryout filtering according to prescribe security policies for the

mobile node (see column 11, lines 19-23).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the firewall processing method taught by Lee into a

security policy implement by the gateways in the mobile IP network disclosed by Inoue.

The motivation to do so would be to provide security for real time applications that use

mobile IP.

In regards to claim 14, Lee shows in steps 565 an IP header added to a packet.

In regards to claim 15, Lee in combinations with Inoue teaches all the limitations

of parent claims 13 and 14. Lee fails to show new source and destination addresses

being added to an IP header. Inoue however shows in figure 7, an inner IP header

being added with a new source and destination addresses.
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the firewall processing method taught by Lee into a

security policy implement by the gateways in the mobile IP network disclosed by Inoue.

The motivation to do so would be to provide security for real time applications that use

mobile IP.

In regards to claim 16, figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of a computer

network including a hybrid firewall 100 inclusive of packet filter 106. The packet filter

106 examines packets at layer 3 and layer 4 to selectively control the flow of data to and

from networks 110 and 120. Packet filter 106, will follow predetermined security rules

(criteria) that specify which types of packets to allow to pass and which types of packets

to block (see column 4, lines 40-45) (filter to examine a type of packet).

In further regards to claim 16 and in regards to claim 17, Lee shows in step 520,

the data being split into TCP and UDP data and in steps 550 and 560, UDP packet

filtering policy is applied.

Response to Arguments

6. Applicant's arguments filed 8/24/2007 have been fully considered but they are

not persuasive. The examiner believes that Lee and Inoue in combination do indeed

teach all the features of the independent claims pending.

Conclusion

7. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).
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A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Jay P. Patel whose telephone number is (571) 272-

3086. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 9:00 am - 5:00 p.m..

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Edan Orgad can be reached on (571) 272-7884. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Jay P. Patel

Examiner
Art Unit 2619


